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Corman: The Birth of Venus

NMQ Poetry Selections
THE BIRTH OF VENUS
My memory of her concedes to Botticelli,
as most memories do, the rinsed nymph rising,
halflit by a Renaissance smile, on a shell,
coming in over a surf of neat foam and wave
that hardly knew her entrance from the sun's.
The moment is "beautiful." The word is just.
She is on view, a spectacle. She steps out,
or would, from the frame, but she is held back.
She cant come and go as she wants where the stare
hates her nudity or guesses at her breasts.
Her body is too free, too much out of the sea,
where I am permitted only to look, not even
to touch, another sin, the eye itself being
sacrilege of a kind, and the water that drove her
willingly in, stays flat on the wall, still.
Art? It isnt art any more; it is simply
another dimension that isnt to be explored,
to be left among scholars a lost treasurer
or niched in churches where the dimness dulls
the accurate edge of passion to a shadow.
The vein veers in the forehead inwardly.
Nobody sees, or wants to see, the need born
in the first cry at the lips where the lips,
those only fingers, push for the wet bone,
the spurt of marrow, and find the shell closed.
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